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PRIDE RUNS DEEP

The Borei-A SSBN: How Effective is
Russia’s New Nuclear Submarine?
(Reproduced from the Eurasia Daily Monitor Volume: 17 Issue: 86—published June 16, 2020.)
by Maxim Starchak

“To perpetuate the memory of our
shipmates who gave their lives in
the pursuit of duties while serving
their country. That their dedication,
deeds and supreme sacrifice be a
constant source of motivation toward
greater accomplishments. Pledge
loyalty and patriotism to the United
States of America and its Constitution.”
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Editor’s Corner
Lots of news in this issue! The
base’s first Zoom video conference
meeting, the sad loss of our friend
Carl Terry, the announcement of
our slate of officer candidates for
2021, more. Be sure to check it all
out. As always, I’ll be in the Yeoman’s Shack if you need me—Jeff

Borei-A nuclear submarine Knyaz Vladimir (Source: mil.ru)

O

n June 12, the first Borei-A class ballistic missile submarine (SSBN), the Knyaz
Vladimir, officially entered service with the Russian Northern Fleet (Mil.ru,
June 12). The submarine’s transfer to the fleet was originally scheduled for 2017, but
was postponed to 2019. Tests of the submarine were completed last fall, with ballistic
missile and torpedo launches. However, these tests revealed some faults in the vessel’s navigation and maneuvering capabilities (TASS, May 16), necessitating further
tests in May 2020. Presumably, the problems arose as a result of a tight time frame
allocated for the development. The Borei-A developmental contract was signed on
November 1, 2011, whereas the laying of the hull took place on July 30, 2012, meaning the development process lasted less than a year.
The situation was exacerbated by disagreements about whether the Borei-A would
carry 20 or 16 Bulava submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM) (Vzglyad, April
20, 2012), most likely contributing to disputes between the defense ministry and the
manufacturer regarding the submarine’s costs (RIA Novosti, May 5, 2012). A contract worth 100 billion rubles ($1.43 billion) was finally signed in 2012 for construction of five nuclear submarines before 2022 (Flotprom, May 10, 2012). Sevmash
(part of United Shipbuilding Corporation) then had to catch up with the construction terms. But this task occurred against the challenging background of constant
staff shortages and ongoing large-scale modernization of its production facilities. In
addition, the Sevmash plant was later targeted by United States sanctions, forcing it
to begin production of parts it had previously purchased from abroad.
(concluded on page 10)
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From the Wardroom . . .
Dave Vanderveen,
Base Commander

Shipmates and Ladies,
BASE COMMANDER - CO

Dave Vanderveen
6061 Broadstone Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
714-374-7349
d.s.vanderveen@hotmail.com
VICE COMMANDER - XO

Ed Barwick
5408 Lanai Street
Long Beach, CA 90808
562-425-6877
edsubvet@gmail.com
SECRETARY - OPS

Bill Moak
2865 Helm Street
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805-581-4419
golfnsurf46@aol.com
TREASURER - WEPS

Mike Swanson
1149 W. Santa Cruz Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
310-832-5981
swanmike@gmail.com
CHIEF OF THE BOAT - COB

Ray Teare
602 E. Mountain View Ave.
Glendora, CA 91741-2765
626-831-5463
rtteare@yahoo.com
MEMORIAL DIRECTOR

Paul Riggs
7708 Rapids Drive
Huntington Beach CA 92648
714-642-1623
parhogh@yahoo.com
IMMEDIATE PAST COMMANDER

Bill Moak
L.A.-PASADENA BASE WEBSITE

www.socalsubvets.org

Mid-summer is cooking here on the West Coast. It happens every
year though, so nothing to be alarmed about. I would urge you to
protect yourselves from the heat, though, if you must be outside, especially by drinking
adequately—I think in the current PC environment, that’s called “hydrating.” Whatever we call it, giving your body enough liquid is important to protecting your health.
Dehydration, particularly among older folks, happens quickly and can cause dizziness,
confusion, and lethargy. As dehydration gets worse, it can do sometimes lasting damage
to your body parts. During a recent visit to our family doctor, she reminded me that
when it is hot and I feel thirsty, I am already “behind the curve.” One more quick point:
water is good for us, but we expend a lot of energy in the heat, and its worthwhile to
take in some juices or even a sports drink to replenish minerals and electrolytes. OK, I
have stepped off my soapbox, now!
USSVI recently produced certificates for our Holland Club members who have been
qualified in submarines for 75 years or more. I have sent most of those to members
who live too far from SoCal to attend meetings. I am holding the remainder in the hope
that we can present the certificates in person. With a little “cyphering,” we know that a
man who qualified 75 years ago is at least in his early nineties. I won’t wait too long to
present these remaining certificates!
I regret that constraints put in place due to COVID-19 continue to keep us from
gathering in our usual meetings. The Base officers did explore the possibility of holding our annual Leroy Stone Memorial Picnic and fundraising auction on August 15th
using appropriate health precautions. However, Sean Conboy could not participate as
Auctioneer, and so many of our members are at high-risk that turnout would not have
supported a fundraiser. Instead, we will conduct a ZOOM videoconference for the
upcoming meeting. Please look for the meeting announcement with tips for accessing
Zoom elsewhere in this issue of the Periscope.
We are used to this by now, but here is a brief reminder to continue the extraordinary
precautions to protect yourselves from COVID-19. Your mask helps to protect others,
and social distancing continues to be important. Above all, if you do not feel well, check
with your doctor immediately and keep away from others until you know the cause of
your discomfort.
Stay healthy and safe!

Dave Vanderveen
Commander
Los Angeles-Pasadena Base

The Periscope is a monthly
publication of the
Los Angeles-Pasadena Base of USSVI

Newsletter Editor

Jeff Porteous
15127 Matisse Circle
La Mirada, CA 90638-4733
714-709-6584
jefftytoo@ca.rr.com

Important P.S.: Below is the announcement of our L.A.-Pasadena Base’s official 2021
slate of candidates for Base offices:
Base Commander: Dave Vanderveen • Vice Commander: Ed Barwick • Secretary: Bill
Moak • Treasurer: Mike Swanson • COB: Ray Teare • Committee Chair: Chuck Senior
(Sam Higa has termed out)
• Ken Dorn was elected in 2018 to a 3-year term as Committee Chair
• Herb “Bo” Bolton was elected in 2018 to a 3-year term as Committee Chair
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General Minutes of July 18, 2020 Teleconference
Dave Vanderveen, Base Commander, opened the meeting at 1105 hrs., once again via teleconference. He then led us in a Moment of Silence for our departed shipmates, among them
those lost in combat, operational actions and post-service—now to include our most recent
loss of Carl Terry on 7/1/2020.

July
Teleconference
Sailing List
Ed Barwick
Herb “Bo” Bolton
Joe Dow
Sam Higa
Jack Mahan
Greg Moore
Vernon Murphy
Bruce Neighbors
Jeff Porteous
Griffin Riedel
Marilyn Senior
Mike Swanson
Ray Teare
Dave Vanderveen
George Walrath
Dennis Walsh
Gary Wheaton
Mike “Willie” Williamson

Treasurer’s Financial Report: Mike Swanson
Mike Swanson provided the account as of July 17, 2020 as follows:
Checking
Savings
Cash On Hand
Uncleared Checks:
Total

$9,293.89
$14,883.55
$50.00
$749.44
$23,478.00

All vendors have been paid up-to-date.
Income:
Expenses:

$660.00
$517.00

Flower/Booster Club Donations:
Ken Dorn

$100.00

George Walrath made a motion to approve the report; this was seconded by Dennis Walsh
and moved by a voice vote.
LeRoy Stone Memorial Picnic: Our annual picnic could not be held this year because
SBNWS has not reopened to non-active/retired personnel, and our effort to find a substitute
venue failed because permitting agencies could not allow access due to COVID-19 constraints. Consequently, today’s meeting was conducted via teleconference. We miss the sea
stories and social contact of the picnic, but also the opportunity to hold our White Elephant
Auction, which is our principle fundraiser.
New Members: New members Vernon Murphy and Griffin Riedel were welcomed, as was
returning member Bruce Neighbors.
Candidates for Base Office: Dave made the call for candidates to run for Base office. Currently, candidates are available for all but one Committee Chair job. Jack Mahan will continue
as Candidate Selection Coordinator, and the entire slate will be reported during our August
meeting.
Kaps4Kids: Dave outlined the Kaps4Kids program and our activity in it and reminded the
membership that the program has been paused due to COVID-19 constraints. The National
office is interested in resuming the bases’ activities when constraints are lifted, so we are
looking for volunteers to participate. Dave urged anyone interested to contact Ed Barwick to
get involved.

(concluded on next page)
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Mystery Unmanned
Craft Off Florida
May Be Spy Vessel
by David Hambling,
Contributor, Aerospace and Defense
A ‘what is this?’ Facebook video
from FishMonster, picked up
by HI Sutton on his Covert
Shores site, shows a curious
vehicle spotted off Florida’s
Key West recently. Virtually the
only part of it above water is
a mast supporting an array of
antennae. The vehicle is almost
certainly a Wave Glider made by
U.S. company Liquid Robotics
(now owned by Boeing) , and
the antennas suggest it is part
of a U.S. Navy program known
as Sensor Hosting Autonomous
Remote Craft, or SHARC.
The object at first looked like
debris—but it is moving under
its own power. The Wave Glider
harnesses natural energy to
power missions lasting weeks,
months, or even years without
refueling. On the surface is
a ‘float’ like a 10-foot-long
surfboard covered in solar
cells driving its electronics.
This is connected via a tether
to an underwater ‘sub’ unit 30
feet below. As waves move the
surfboard up and down, the
articulated sub converts upand-down into forward motion.
Typical speed is just 1-3 knots,
but the device can keep going
indefinitely; in 2013, one made
an epic 8,000-mile, year-long
journey across the Pacific.
Although they have been used
for scientific research, their long
endurance and low profile make
Wave Gliders ideal for military
intelligence gathering, which
is likely why Boeing bought
makers Liquid Robotics in
2016. The U.S. Navy has been
working with Wave Gliders for
many years, showing interest
(concluded on page 23)

General Minutes of July 18, 2020 Teleconference…
(concluded from previous page)

Western Region Roundup: The Western Region Roundup scheduled for November is
LIKELY to be cancelled. Plans are underway to organize a Roundup in March of 2021
instead. District 6 Commander Willie Williamson explained that a Regional conference
discussing this will take place on Monday, the 20th, and plans will be communicated to bases
soon thereafter. He related that Gold Country Base has offered to host it.
August Meeting Ideas and Plans: Dave outlined the E-Board’s earlier discussion about setting
up a ZOOM meeting for August. He will determine requirements, procedures and confirm
data safety measures, then communicate with the E-Board to confirm our plan and communicate it to the membership. Bruce Neighbors and Joe Dow suggested using San Pedro’s
Point Fermin Park for a meeting. If the park can be used for a meeting, Ed Barwick suggested rescheduling our White Elephant Auction fundraiser for August. Dave will provide
information about both possibilities to the E-Board by next weekend so the decision can be
communicated to members and to Jeff Porteous for inclusion in the Periscope.
Good of the Order: Dave reminded the members that the National Election of Officers is underway and asked Marilyn Senior to relate what she has been doing to help folks participate.
She is assisting members to access the National website and navigate to the candidate information and ballot. About 20% of our eligible members have cast ballots electronically. Jeff
Porteous related that he received a PDF file of the ballot from Chuck Senior and will include
it in the next issue of the Periscope as a reminder to members to cast their vote. Dave and
Ed Barwick noted that the folks doing jobs for USSVI at the National level are volunteers,
and that these jobs are tough and labor-intensive. They urged members to show support for
these guys’ efforts by voting, regardless of all who are running unopposed.
Marilyn Senior related that she is interested in continuing to work on membership activities
and received a round of applause! Dave urged her to engage the Membership Committee,
and Ed Barwick—Vice Commander and Membership Committee chair—told her he would
contact her separately from this meeting to further discuss distribution of workload.
There being no further business, Mike Swanson made a motion to adjourn the meeting,
Dennis Walsh seconded, and it was moved by membership voice vote to adjourn at 1150 hrs.
Submitted July 18, 2020 by,

Dave Vanderveen
for Bill Moak, Secretary, L.A.-Pasadena Base, USSVI

PRIDE RUNS DEEP
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August
Meeting

Date: Aug. 15, 2020
For the first time, our
August meeting will be
conducted as a Zoom video
conference. This software for
internet-based meetings has
been working well for many
groups wanting or needing to
remain “face-to-face” during
the global pandemic. See
page 13 for usage details.
Hope to find your smiling
face among the crowd!

Ship’s Store
New Reduced Price on T-Shirts!
Our ever-popular L.A.-Pasadena Base
“Submarine Service” tees are once
again selling like fresh whites after
a fall down the pump room hatch!
Now a mere ten bucks apiece, there’s
no reason not to have a closetful.
Contact Jack Mahan for yours, or
just bring a few extra bucks to the
next meeting, you skinflint!

2020 Calendars Still Available!
Order yours through the USSVI website or look for details in American
Submariner. Don’t miss out!

Aug. Birthdays
We hereby extend the happiest
of wishes to all our L.A.-Pasadena Base birthday celebrants.
Ron Levenson.................... 8/3
Hal Silverman (RIP)....... 8/12
RJ Hansen........................ 8/18
Ace Van Devender........... 8/20
Sam Higa......................... 8/26
Larry Smith..................... 8/30

A Note from Our
“Sunshine Gal”
Marlene Mahan would like to
remind everyone that anyone
aware of SubVets who are
sick, have reached milestone
anniversaries, had birthdays,
or sadly, have departed on
Eternal Patrol, please let her
know so she can send cards
on to them or their families.
Marlene Mahan
20032 Mural Circle
Huntington Beach, CA
92646-4647
Call or text: 714-349-5879 (cell)
email: jacmarlene@aol.com

Get in touch with our Storekeeper, Jack Mahan,
at 714-349-5878 for more purchasing information.

USSVI Logo Patch
(9¾ x 6¾)
$11.00 ea.

L.A.-Pasadena
Base Patch
(3¾ x 5)
$5.00 ea.

Holland Club
Member Patch (3x 3)
$6.00 ea.

L O S A N G E L E S - PA S A D E N A B A S E

2020 FLOWER FUND
and BOOSTER CLUB
A special thank you to the following folks whose generous contributions this year have
helped make our Base activities and charitable functions possible:

Ken Dorn (x5!) • George Walrath • William Long
Sam Aboulafia • Skip Loveless • Harold Staggs
• Mike Swanson • Mike Varalyai
Booster Club and Flower Fund donations are welcome in any
amount and are often also popular with 50/50 Drawing winners at our Base meetings. Contributions can be made in
cash or by check payable to L.A.-Pasadena Base of USSVI.
Checks may also be sent to Mike Swanson at 1149 W. Santa
Cruz Street, San Pedro, CA 90731. To ensure proper credit,
be sure to indicate Booster Club or Flower Fund on your check.
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America’s Most Secret Submarine Undocks
from Puget Sound Naval Shipyard
(Reproduced from the Kitsap Sun website—originally published June 16, 2020)
by Josh Farley

The USS Jimmy Carter undocks June 2 from dry dock 5 at the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. (Wendy Hallmark /U.S. Navy)

B

REMERTON — An elite submarine that performs
some of the military’s most secret missions has just
undocked from Puget Sound Naval Shipyard following
nearly two years of maintenance work.
The USS Jimmy Carter still has about four months of
testing to go after departing the shipyard’s fifth of six dry
docks June 2. But shipyard officials said numerous challenges—not the least of which was the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic—made the maintenance work tougher.
“We leaned on a motivated team of mechanics, engineers, ships force and project management, who drove
the work to completion despite multiple obstacles,” said
Stuart Avery, the deputy project superintendent for the
shipyard’s ocean engineering department.
Crews faced pressure to get the work done, even during the current COVID-19 pandemic. The last dry dock
period for the boat, completed in 2014, ran about eight
months behind schedule.
The shipyard declined to release the cost of the overhaul
because it has not yet been completed.
Work began in July 2018. Like everything around the
Carter, whose work and capabilities are largely classified,
the exact nature of the maintenance was not revealed by
shipyard officials. Known as an “Extended Dry-Docking
Selected Restricted Availability,” project managers did

acknowledge “there was a significant amount of work discovered as we completed disassembly,” Avery said.
The onset of COVID-19 made completing the mission
with available resources difficult but the shipyard tapped
additional managers from its submarine program office.
They were also able to make the sub habitable for its crew
some four months ahead of undocking.
“This not only supported the significant effort to meet
undocking, but also set us up for success during the endgame,” Avery said.
The sub was christened in 2004 with the former president
and his wife, Rosalyn, in attendance. In the time since, its
missions have been largely classified. A part of the Seawolf
class, the boat is equipped with with a “multimission platform” that can launch and retrieve unmanned underwater
vehicles and likely special forces, according to Popular
Mechanics. The boat was seen in official photos flying the
Jolly Roger flag as it returned to Naval Base Kitsap in 2017,
indicating a successful mission—though it is still classified
what the crew had accomplished.
Built for $3 billion, the Carter is one of three Seawolf-class
boats, all of which are based at Naval Base Kitsap. Soon a new
$89 million pier, currently in planning, will host them together at Bangor. Construction is slated to wrap up in 2022.
Josh Farley covers the military for the Kitsap Sun.
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U.S. Navy SSBN USS Maryland
Conducts Full At-Sea Crew Exchange
(Reproduced from Naval News website—originally published June 16, 2020)
by Martin Manaranche

USS Maryland (SSBN-738) transfers crew. (Image: U.S. Navy)

L

ast week, the U.S. Navy Ohio-class ballistic missile
submarine (SSBN) USS Maryland conducted a full
at-sea crew exchange to prevent sailors from possible
COVID-19 exposure. At-sea crew transfer is quite
unusual. Transfer of the entire crew of a submarine is
even more exceptional.

more than capable of doing it, of course. The U.S. Navy
does practice at-sea resupply and re-armament, so they
have some practice.”

Ballistic missile submarines’ main rule is to remain undedected in order to maintain credibility in its nuclear
deterrence mission. By surfacing, and remaining idle
for a relatively long duration (the time needed to swap
the crews), the submarine increases her risk of detection. However, the risk of seeing the virus spread among
the crew while on patrol represents a far greater security
threat. After all, the crew transfer likely took place not far
off Naval Submarine Base Kings Bay in Georgia, and under the watch of U.S. Navy and U.S. Coast Guard patrols.

H. I. Sutton added: “Presumably the fresh crew was prequarantined. Pre-quarantine generally makes patrols
harder for the crew and their families. It will make [the
patrols] feel longer. The social isolation of a patrol is
already a challenge for recruiting and retaining submarine crews, before [also] adding a couple of weeks of
isolation before the patrol.”

Naval News’ regular contributor and submarine expert
H. I. Sutton said this about the exceptional event:
“The only advantage is that the crew transfer can be managed better from a COVID-19 perspective. The disadvantages are many. Transferring people and stores at sea is
comparatively difficult and dangerous. The U.S. Navy is

Another disadvantage is that any in-port maintenance
needing doing would have to be postponed.

About Ohio-class SSBNs
According to the U.S. Navy, ballistic missile submarines,
often referred to as “boomers,” serve as an undetectable
launch platform for submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs). They are designed specifically for stealth
and the precise delivery of nuclear warheads.
Each of the 14 Ohio-class SSBNs originally carried up to
24 SLBMs with multiple, independently-targeted war(concluded on page 9)
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Maryland Transfers Whole Crew at Sea
(concluded from page 8)

USS Maryland (SSBN-738) is the 13th of 18 of the Ohio-class ballistic missile subs, in commission since 1992. (Image: U.S. Navy.)
heads. However, under provisions of the New Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty, each submarine has had four of

An unarmed Trident II (D5LE) missile launches from
the Ohio-class ballistic missile submarine USS Maine
(SSBN-741), Feb. 12. (U.S. Navy/MC2 Thomas Gooley.)
its missile tubes permanently deactivated
and now carry a maximum of 20 missiles. The SSBN’s strategic weapon is the
Trident II D5 ballistic missile.
SSBNs are specifically designed for
extended deterrent patrols. To decrease
the amount of time required for replenishment and maintenance, Ohio-class
submarines have three large-diameter
logistics hatches which allow sailors to
rapidly transfer supply pallets, equipment replacement modules and machinUSS Bonefish
(SS-582).
ery components,
thereby
increasing their

operational availability.
The Ohio-class design allows the submarines to operate for
15 or more years between major overhauls. On average, the
submarines spend 77 days at sea followed by 35 days inport for maintenance. In 2014, USS Pennsylvania carried
out a record 140 days patrol. Each SSBN has two crews,
Blue and Gold, which alternate manning the submarines
and taking them on patrol. This maximizes the SSBN’s
strategic availability, reduces the number of submarines
required to meet strategic requirements, and allows for
proper crew training, readiness and morale.
Martin Manaranche is based in Brittany, France. He is currently studying Applied Foreign Languages at the Université
Catholique de l’Ouest. Martin conducted an internship at
the French Navy’s Ecole Navale in Brest and is therefore
particularly informed about naval defense issues.

General Characteristics, Ohio Class:
• Builder: General Dynamics Electric Boat Division
• Propulsion: One nuclear reactor, single shaft
• Length: 560 feet (170.69 meters)
• Beam: 42 feet (12.8 meters)
• Displacement: 16,764 tons (17,033.03 metric tons) surfaced;
18,750 tons (19,000.1 metric tons) submerged
• Speed: 20+ knots (23+ miles per hour, 36.8+ kph)
• Crew: 15 Officers, 140 Enlisted
• Armament: Up to 20 Trident II D-5 SLBMs, Mk48 torpedoes;
four torpedo tubes
THE PERISCOPE • AUGUST 2020
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New Russian Borei-A Nuclear Submarine
(concluded from page 1)

According to information provided by the Russian Ministry of Defense at the Army-2015 Forum, the final built
design of the Borei-A has a normal displacement of 13,000
tons, a length of 160 meters, a beam of 12 meters and
a draft of 8 meters. Its top speed while submerged is 20
knots, with a maximum operating depth of 300 meters;
these figures are lower than the specifications Borei-1
submarines built in previous decades, of 30 knots and 450
meters, respectively. The total crew has also been reduced
from 130 to 107 people, and endurance from 90 to 60 days
(Sevmash.ru, No. 4, 2019).
The most emphasized feature for the Borei-A is its noise
reduction. The thrusters are an all-metal structure, which
reduces noise emission (TV Zvezda, March 8). Also,
the submarine is equipped with a new special soundabsorbing coating. The Borei-A received a new redesigned
conning sail with a traditional profile. This was probably
caused by changes in hydroacoustics. Moreover, the submarine entrance lines became more curved. The designers
removed a missile-launch platform “hump,” which also
contributed to further performance improvements and
noise minimization (Izvestia, May 13, 2019).
The submarine’s rudders have undergone a major change
as well. In contrast to the original Borei-1, the Borei-A’s
entire rudder mechanism turns. Moreover, extra “washers”
were added to the submarine’s vertical rudders, and part of
the sonar system has been fully modernized, with the side
search sonar now located under the launch platform. As a
result, the submarine’s physical fields level has been significantly reduced—in particular, its visibility in the acoustic
and magnetic fields (RIA Novosti, May 20). Finally, the
Borei-A is equipped with more advanced communication
and weapon control systems (TASS, October 30, 2019).
Despite the success in reducing the submarine’s noise and
magnetic field signatures, its armament leaves serious
questions. Only 16 launchers were installed in the Borei-A.
The Russian navy justified its decision to waive the option of a redesign to add more launchers by noting that
it needed to put new submarines into operation as soon
as possible. The increase would have delayed submarine
production (TASS, April 23, 2013).
In 2015–2017, there was talk of the Borei-A obtaining an
upgraded version of the Bulava ballistic missile (Vzglyad,
November 26, 2015; Lenta.ru, May 16, 2016) with increased range and the ability to overcome enemy missile
defenses (Lenta.ru, January 23, 2017). However, no further
information has ever been released as to the Bulava’s modernization. While, in January 2020, it was reported that a
crucial Bulava missile’s flaw that materializes when passing

through ice would be eliminated by an unguided rocket
projectile (Lenta.ru, January 25).
Instead of eight torpedo tubes, the Borei-A is equipped
with only four, each with a diameter of 533 millimeters. The first Borei-class submarines were equipped
with outdated USET-80 torpedoes with an 18-kilometer
range; whereas, Borei-As are most likely equipped with
a new torpedo complex, the 50-kilometer-range Fizik-1.
However, Maxim Klimov (captain 3rd rank in reserve)
claims that this complex lacks testing, probably due to
its expensive launch (Mina030.livejournal.com, May 22).
Moreover, given that large-scale production of the Fizik-1
began relatively recently, it is rather likely that supplies to
the fleet and, in particular to Borei submarines, remain
extremely low.
Despite fewer torpedo launchers, the Borei-A has two
more anti-torpedo complexes: two Modul-D and six
Lasta models. Yet, according to Rear Admiral Anatoly
Lutskiy, the Modul-D was designed in the 1980s, and
is far less effective against modern torpedoes (Marine
collection, T.1960, No. 7, 2010, p. 59). Klimov adds that
the Lasta complex was created without any adherence
to proper weapons development standards (Mina030.
livejournal.com, May 22). Finally, there is no information
regarding the tests of M-15 anti-torpedoes (the ones used
by the Lasta complex) conducted by Borei-As. Its significant weight and dimensions severely limit the ammunition allowance.
The long commissioning of the Knyaz Vladimir has
slowed down the entire Borei-A project. The second
Borei-A submarine Knyaz Oleg was supposed to enter the
Russian navy this year as well. But it is obvious that this
will not be possible after all. The submarine is not even
launched; and once it is, the vessel will require a full year
of operational tests. The situation was almost certainly
aggravated by the coronavirus pandemic, which stopped
work at the Sevmash plant for a week; and operations
were resumed by only part of the personnel. The supply contract for two more Borei-A submarines was to
be signed in 2020, with the two final submarines of the
class to be ceremonially laid down on May 9 (RIA Novosti, November 29, 2019). But this did not happen. The
signing was postponed to August, and the launch to 2021
(TASS, February 21). In light of the previous experience
of Borei submarine construction, the terms for the next
submarines will surely be postponed repeatedly; although
the last Borei-As may, at least, be equipped with more
advanced weapons.
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Pier Dollies
by Bob “Dex” Armstrong

I guess to normal folks, that would appear to be a derogatory term. Then again, normal folks didn’t ride dieselpowered submersible iron septic tanks. The women who
waited loyally in all kinds of weather at all hours of
the day or the dead of night, and then smiled and waved
to welcome you home, were collectively known as “Pier
Dollies.” Any smokeboat sailor who doesn’t have a special
place in his heart for our beloved pier dollies—the same
women who waited rainy night after rainy night for “their
boat and their sailors”—is a coldhearted rascal.
Pier dollies were and always will be some of God’s finest
work. What made them so wonderful was their devotion,
loyalty and the ability to stand on a lousy Navy pier in
weather unfit for dogs, Marines or anyone in France.
They never broke faith with the ship and her crew.

parking lot. One guy’s wife told us she could sit out there at
Willoughby Spit, listen to the radio, read a paperback book
and breast-feed a kid—all at the same time. We never could
have won the Cold War without gals like that.
It’s nice to be remembered. The lousy part of being a
gahdam boatsailor was that nobody knew where in the hell
you were or what in the hell you were up to. And probably
wouldn’t have given a good gahdam if they did. But pier
dollies did and there is something wonderful about standing topside waiting to toss a heavie to some half-asleep
sonuvabitch on the deck of the outboard boat in the nest
and seeing the smiling face of a devoted fan whose panties—past experience told you—were taking a rest break
in the glove compartment of a ’55 Chevy that needed new
tires. Little unsolicited gifts like that made life worth living.

They came in a variety of types, from devoted officer’s wife
to professional 25 & 7 working girl... PTA regulars and old
barmaids fighting cellulite and vericose veins. From starryeyed sweethearts to veteran submarine wives who had met
enough incoming boats over the years to know that all you
get at 2:00 a.m. after all lines have been doubled up and
liberty goes down is a smelly guy who stinks of diesel and
hydraulic oil, a sack of disgustingly dirty laundry, and a
raging erection looking for a home.

If you got in at a decent hour (“decent hour” defined as
“Before Thelma secured the beer taps at Bell’s”), you could
take a dolly or two up to Bell’s and treat them to a gourmet
meal of Slim Jims & Rolling Rock: Breakfast of Champions.

Maybe all this has changed. Maybe the Salvation Army and
the Singing Nuns meet the boats that throw their heavies
over in the middle of the night now—who knows?

I have always been disgusted with anyone whoever looked
down their nose at a pier dolly. Those wonderful women
were the closest to angels I’ve ever been next to. Where in
the world would you be able to go and find a smiling, bigbusted bleached blond who would sit in a car for two hours
just to wrap her arms around a foul-smelling line handler
standing under a dim pier light in a drizzling rain? They
were saints and they were truly glad to see you at a time
the rest of the world couldn’t care less what you’d been up
to. They gave or sold at reasonable rates—unreserved, no
bullshit—love to guys who weren’t exactly prize packages.

The old expression that all boatsailors used, “Ain’t nobody
up ’this time of morning but burglars and bad wimmin...”
—didn’t apply to pier dollies. They were saints.
There were gals who used to call SUBRON SIX Ops on the
Orion, get your ETA, then drive out Willoughby Spit to
Fort Wool and sit there drinking thermos coffee, waiting
for an old rust-stained smokeboat to come churning past
Thimble Shoals Light.
As you passed Fort Wool in “balls and brass monkey”
weather, in the pitch black darkness someone would yell
up to the bridge:
“Hey Stokes, flash an Alpha-Alpha over to Wool.”
You would hear the shutters on the signal light bang away
and see the light reflections in the rising and falling swells.
Then you would see the dual flash of automobile headlights which told you several cars would be pulling into
the gate at DES-SUB piers and parking in the pier head

Pier dollies had the straight skinny on all the information
that E-3’s needed: sports scores, what the new cars looked
like, baseball scouting prospects, and which supermarkets
were running beer specials—the vital intelligence for anyone who parked their boots in Hogan’s Alley.

A whore can sell her wares without stepping over fuel
hoses and ration boxes on a cold pier at 2300 Zulu. You can
bet your thirteen-button blues on that, horsefly.
I am damned near sixty years old and no one in my life
ever welcomed me and made me feel ten feet high and bulletproof like those gals did. In my book, they are—and always will be—shameless gals who did a helluva lot more in
Cold War service than a lot of the worthless sonuvabitches
out there taking all the bows.
And then you returned to the boat and dropped below,
(concluded on page 30)
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New Members
We proudly welcome aboard
our newest base shipmates:
Vernon Paul “Max” Murphy
(E5-EM2SS; served 1993-2000)
Wife: Aom
241 E. Elmwood Ave. Apt. 101
Burbank, CA 91502-2662
cell: 818-395-7154
vernonmurphy@att.net
Qualified in 1997 on the
USS Jefferson City (SSN-759)
Bruce Evan Neighbors
(E4-TM3SS; served ’68-’70)
Wife: Susan
3417 S. Carolina Street
San Pedro, CA 90731-6827
cell: 310-347-2350
bruceneighbors@gmail.com
Qualified in 1969 on the
USS Ronquil (SS-396)
William “Greg” Moore
(E5-FT2SS; served ’92-’00)
309 Avenida Del Mar, Apt. A
San Clemente, CA 92672-1608
cell: 972-837-5020
wgregm@gmail.com
Qualified in 1993 on the USS
Richard B. Russell (SSN-687)
Ronald R. Jones
(E6-IC1SS; served ’70-’82)
6501 Hannum Ave.
Culver City, CA 90230-6151
cell: 213-709-6198
bik4lif@ca.rr.com
Qualified in 1973 on the
USS Haddock (SSN-621)
Robert F. Schive, Sr.
(E6-RM1SS; served ’69-’80)
Life Dual Member-Bonefish Base
3611 Martinez Lane
Riverside, CA 92503-6216
cell: 951-990-2805
mud1pup@yahoo.com
Qualified in 1971 on the
USS Puffer (SSN-652)
William J. “Skippy” Dillon
(E6-RM1SS; served ’42-’47)
3149 Hodler Drive
Topanga, CA 90290-4435
home: 818-346-1317
cell: 818-640-9839
subvet1942@aol.com
USS Sailfish/Squalus (SS-192)
USS Odax (SS-484)
USS Sea Leopard (SS-483)

“Get’cher Chapter News Here
—Read All About It!”—
When News Breaks, We Pick Up the Pieces...

Now Hear This:
• L.A.-Pasadena Aug. meeting to be held as a Zoom
conference—see details below. Dave Vanderveen
will also provide phone participation information
via e-mail for those wishing to again participate
by teleconference call only.
• Western Region Roundup likely postponed till March
• Aug. USSVI National Convention officially cancelled
• VJ Day September Commemoration at Seal Beach
Memorial site—event planning remains in progress
August Meeting Details from Our Skipper:
Our meeting on Saturday, August 15th, will be a
video conference using Zoom.
To access Zoom, type “Zoom.US” (without the
quotation marks) into your internet browser,
then select “signup for free.” Set up your user
identification and passcode, then on August 15th
prior to 11:00 a.m. just follow the steps to sign in.
I will send a reminder via e-mail on August 8th
about the meeting and Zoom setup. For those not
wanting to be in the video conference, the regular
phone conference will also be in use for the meeting.
We look forward to seeing you!

Dave Vanderveen
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Los Angeles-Pasadena Base

2020 Calendar of Upcoming Events
John P. Holland

L.A.-Pasadena
Base 50-Year
Holland Club
(75-year members noted with *)
Bruce Evan Neighbors...... 2020
David H. Vanderveen........ 2019
Philip J. Jaskoviak.............. 2019
Dennis Bott....................... 2018
James A. Burnett............... 2018
Robert M. Cailor............... 2018
Robert Miller..................... 2018
John A. Anderson.............. 2017
Roger C. Dunham, MD.... 2017
Richard McPherson.......... 2017
Harry “Bill” Moak............. 2017
Louis A. Myerson.............. 2017
Elliot Rada......................... 2017
Ronald G. Wagner............. 2017
Dennis J. Walsh.................. 2017
Michael Kish...................... 2016
Gary Wheaton................... 2016
Lawrence R. Butler............ 2015
Samuel T. Higa.................. 2015
Harry P. Ross..................... 2015
Stephen C. Rowe............... 2015
Charles H. Senior.............. 2015
Larry E. Smith................... 2015
Sam Aboulafia................... 2014
David Palagyi..................... 2014
Dennis Neal Parr............... 2014
Earl Thomas Peratt, Jr....... 2014
David D. Semrau, DDS..... 2014
Ray Tracy Teare................. 2014
Milton Harry Boudov....... 2013
Kenneth Jon Dorn............. 2013
M. Mark Hoffer................. 2013
Michael P. Klein................. 2013
Ronald L. Levenson........... 2013
(continued next page)

January 18:

Monthly Meeting - “Hobo Day”

February 15:

Monthly Meeting

March 21

Monthly Meeting Cancelled - “Spring Fling”

April 18

Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference
Call for Memorial Day Prep Volunteers

May 16

Field Day at the Memorial Site - 0900
Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference
Nominating Committee Appointed
Call for participants in the
Huntington Beach 4th of July Parade

May 23

Field Day at the Memorial Site - 0900

May 25

Member only Memorial Day Service - 1100
Sub Memorial, West (Base Members only)

June 20

Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference
Call for nominations for 2020 Base Officers

July 4

113th Annual...
Huntington Beach 4th of July Parade

July 18

Picnic Meeting Converted to Teleconference
Bunker 33, Seal Beach Weapons Station

August 15

Meeting Converted to “Zoom” Conference
2020 Base Officer Candidates Announced

September 19 ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
Election of Officers
October 17

Monthly Meeting
Annual Officer Installation Luncheon

November 21 Monthly Meeting - Thanksgiving Theme
December 19

Annual Christmas Luncheon
at the Los Alamitos Golf Course
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(Holland Club Roster, continued)

Edward L. Arnold.............. 2012
T. Michael Bircumshaw..... 2012
Raymond Cheesebrough.. 2012
Bobby O. Mahaffey............ 2012
John V. Mahan................... 2012
Lee Melody........................ 2012
Clyde Matthew Turner...... 2012
George R. Walrath............. 2012
John L. Weisenberger........ 2012
Edward A. Barwick............ 2011
Joseph W. Koch, Jr............. 2011
Stephen D. Diumenti........ 2009
David Whittlesey............... 2009
Dennis A. Yure................... 2009
Armen Bagdasarian........... 2008
Bernard M. Kauderer........ 2008
Paul A. Riggs...................... 2008
Rex L. Shields..................... 2008
John L. Von Ulmen........... 2008
Harold “Hal” Silverman.... 2007
Francis R. Traser................ 2006
Melquiades Mares, Jr......... 2005
Ronald K. Thompson........ 2004
Michael Varalyai................ 2004
Hughie T. Blackwell.......... 2003
Robert L. Conboy.............. 2003
James Rogers..................... 2003
John E. Savela, Jr................ 2003
Ben Van Devender............. 2002
Joe L. Lopez, Jr................... 2002
Berry S. Yolken.................. 2002
James E. Carter.................. 1999
William F. Long................. 1999
Herbert J. “Bo” Bolton...... 1998
Kenneth E. Chunn............. 1998
Hughes “Carl” Terry (RIP).1997
Jack L. Herron................... 1996
Clifford Bernard Murr...... 1996
Arthur W. Wilson, Jr.......... 1996
*James Joseph Chavis (RIP).. 1995
*Royal Harrison, Jr............ 1995
*Sterling F. Higgins........... 1995
*Robert Clair Koplin......... 1995
*Mark Maynard................. 1994
*William J. Dillon.............. 1993
*Harold Staggs................... 1992

E-Board Teleconference Minutes of July 18, 2020
The Los Angeles-Pasadena Base, United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., E-Board
Teleconference was conducted on the morning of Saturday, July 18, 2020.
In attendance:
• Dave Vanderveen, Base Commander
• Ed Barwick, Base Vice Commander
• Mike Swanson, Treasurer
• Ray Teare, COB
• Sam Higa, Director
• Herb “Bo” Bolton, Director
• Jeff Porteous, Periscope Editor
Base Commander Dave Vanderveen called the teleconference to order at 1005
hours. A motion was made by Mike Swanson to accept the June meeting’s
minutes without changes. Ray Teare seconded the motion and acceptance was
carried by all via voice vote.
Treasurer’s Financial Report: Mike Swanson
Mike Swanson provided the account as of July 17, 2020 as follows:
Checking
Savings
Cash On Hand
Uncleared Checks:
Total

$9,293.89
$14,883.55
$50.00
$749.44
$23,478.00

All vendors have been paid up-to-date.
Income:
Expenses:

$660.00
$517.00

Flower/Booster Club Donations:
Ken Dorn

$100.00

Ray Teare made a motion to accept the Treasurer’s Report, Ed Barwick seconded,
and acceptance was carried by all via voice vote.
LeRoy Stone Memorial Picnic:
Dave recapitulated the change in plans for our annual LeRoy Stone Memorial
Picnic. Alternative locations were not available because of COVID-19
constraints. Consequently, today’s meeting had to become a teleconference again.
Dave will explore the possibility of using ZOOM for the August meeting, and
will communicate the results and plans.
Candidates for Base Officer Positions:
A call was made for candidates for base officers for 2021; Jack Mahan had to
(concluded next page)
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U.S. Company
Provided Subpar
Steel for Navy
Submarine Hulls
by Gene Johnson
(Associated Press—
Released June 15, 2020)
SEATTLE (AP) — For
decades, the Navy’s leading
supplier of high-strength
steel for submarines provided
subpar metal because one
of the company’s longtime
employees falsified lab results
—putting sailors at greater
risk in the event of collisions
or other impacts, federal
prosecutors said in court
filings Monday.
The supplier, Kansas Citybased Bradken Inc., paid $10.9
million as part of a deferred
prosecution agreement, the
Justice Department said.
The company provides steel
castings that Navy contractors
Electric Boat and Newport
News Shipbuilding use to
make submarine hulls.

E-Board Meeting Minutes…
(concluded from previous page)

withdraw as coordinator looking for candidates. We will seek another coordinator
in today’s general meeting. The current slate of base officers (minus Bill Moak, who
simply hasn’t been checked with yet) all agreed to run for a second term; a discussion will be held later about filling a remaining Committee Chairman/Directorship
spot. (Post-meeting note: Chuck Senior has now volunteered via email to take the
open Director position noted above. Our full, formal slate of candidates appears on
page 2 of this issue, per our base bylaws—ed.)
Kaps4Kids:
The program has been temporarily paused until COVID-19 constraints are lifted.
Membership Committee:
Ed Barwick outlined progress toward the committee taking the workload over from
Marilyn Senior. The Board discussed ways to route information about prospective
members within the base, so prompt action could be taken to enlist them.
Western Region Roundup:
The Western Region Roundup scheduled for November is now likely going to
be cancelled due to COVID-19 constraints. A new Roundup is tentatively being
planned for March, and when the Western Region Commander completes the plan,
we will communicate it to our members.
Good of the Order:

Bradken in 2008 acquired
a foundry in Tacoma,
Washington, that produced
steel castings for the Navy.
According to federal
prosecutors, Bradken learned
in 2017 that the foundry’s
director of metallurgy had
been falsifying the results of
strength tests, indicating that
the steel was strong enough to
meet the Navy’s requirements
when in fact it was not.

Jeff Porteous talked about the length (number of pages) of the Periscope due to
inclusion of USSVI’s serialized e-communications. Dave related that it’s important
for members to see ALL of that, whether via base e-mails or in the newsletter, and
the practice meets a requirement placed on bases by the National Commander.

Prosecutors say the company
initially disclosed its findings
to the Navy but then
wrongfully suggested that the
discrepancies were not the
result of fraud. That hindered
the Navy’s investigation into
the scope of the problem as

Submitted July 18, 2020 by,

(continued on next page)

Dave noted two new applicants are in the process of joining L.A.-Pasadena, making
a total of eight new members since December. Unfortunately, we lost Carl Terry on
July 1st, and have no information yet about services. His daughter will notify us
when those plans are made by Carl’s family.
Mike Swanson made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Sam Higa seconded, and
acceptance to adjourn at 1045 hours was carried by all via voice vote.

Dave Vanderveen
for Bill Moak, Secretary, L.A.-Pasadena Base, USSVI
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Subpar Steel...

(continued from previous page)

well as its efforts to remediate
the risks to its sailors,
prosecutors said.
“Bradken placed the Navy’s
sailors and its operations at
risk,” Seattle U.S. Attorney
Brian Moran said in a
news release. “Government
contractors must not
tolerate fraud within their
organizations, and they must
be fully forthcoming with
the government when they
discover it.”
There is no allegation in the
court documents that any
submarine parts failed, but
Moran said the Navy had
incurred increased costs and
maintenance to ensure the
subs remain seaworthy. The
government did not disclose
which subs were affected.

Note that the following e-bulletins from Regional and National appear in these pages in
the order received. The most recent information therefore appears toward the back.—ed.

FOX Traffic:
Bulletins from USSVI—Regional and National
Shipmates and Ladies,
Here’s information you’ll find useful if you plan to attend the Western Region Roundup in
November.
Cheers,
Dave
From: Gene Kellar <westernregionroundup@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020
Subject: Entertainment at Western Region Roundup in November.
I have updated the website to show the entertainment at Don’s Theater during the
Roundup in November. I have also sent an email to those of you who signed up for the
shows in March, to remind you of your ticket purchases.
To make it easy, I put a signup form on the website.
https://wrroundup.com/activities/

The foundry’s director of
metallurgy, Elaine Thomas,
66, of Auburn, Washington,
was charged criminally with
one count of major fraud
against the United States.
Thomas, who worked in
various capacities at the
lab for 40 years, was due to
make an initial appearance
in federal court June 30. Her
attorney, John Carpenter,
declined to comment.

Please follow the above link if you want to attend so that I can get a count to establish
our discount—or if you signed up for tickets in March and would like a refund.

The criminal complaint said
investigators were able to
compare internal company
records with test results
that Thomas certified. The
analysis showed that she
fabricated the results of
240 productions of steel,
representing nearly half
of the high-yield steel
Bradken produced for Navy
submarines—often

From: Michael Williamson <williess582@gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2020
Subject: Fwd: National Website Issues

(continued on next page)

Hope this made sense,
Gene
Shipmates and Ladies,
This is a rather long message from USSVI’s National Commander related to the recent
breach of our database. Please take time to read the entire discussion.
Many thanks,
Dave Vanderveen

USSVI Western Region District 6 Base Commanders,
As promised in my message yesterday to the WD6 Base Commanders Group, after I had
been in the emergency teleconference with National Commander Wayne Standerfer.
This is the message I was referring to. Follow the directions in the message from Western Region Director Jim Denzien. I have underlined and bolded the instructions in his
message for you.
(continued on next page)
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Subpar Steel...

(continued from previous page)

USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

toughness tests conducted
at negative-100o Fahrenheit,
the complaint said.
When a special agent with
the Department of Defense’s
Criminal Investigative Service
confronted her with falsified
results dating back to 1990,
she eventually conceded that
the results were altered—
“Yeah, that looks bad,” the
complaint quoted her as
saying. She said she may have
done it because she believed
it was “a stupid requirement”
that the test be conducted at
such a cold temperature, the
complaint said.
Investigators said the
fraud came to light when a
metallurgist being groomed
to replace Thomas upon her
planned 2017 retirement
noticed some suspicious
results. The company said it
immediately fired Thomas.
“While the company
acknowledges that it failed
to discover and disclose
the full scope of the issue
during the initial stages
of the investigation, the
government has recognized
Bradken’s cooperation over
the last eighteen months to
be exceptional,” the company
said in an emailed statement.
“Bradken has a long history
of proudly serving its
clients, and this incident is
not representative of our
organization. We deeply
regret that a trusted employee
engaged in this conduct.”
Bradken agreed to take
steps that include increased
oversight over the lab, fraud
protections and changes to
(concluded on next page)

This is a long message, but it is imperative that you read all of it.
Thank you,
Michael Williamson
USSVI WD6 Commander
Forwarded message:
From: Jim Denzien Western Region Director
Date: Monday, June 29, 2020
Subject: National Website Issues
Shipmates,
This afternoon the National Board of Directors held an emergency meeting concerning
the hacking of our website. Most of you are aware of the many emails (bogus) that have
been circulating and what we have been trying to do to mitigate the damage. I personally
have noticed that many people with whom we communicate do NOT use the Cc and Bcc
fields in their emails properly.
To provide the greatest amount of security to your communications, send the email to
yourself with the intended recipients in the Bcc field. If the number of intended recipients
is large (say 8 or more), make up a distribution list that contains all those names and email
addresses with an identifying name. The time saved is huge. ALL email providers have that
capability. An example of that would be all of your Base Commanders; or if you send out
emails at a lower level, individual base memberships.
I want each of you to send this email to ALL of your Base Commanders and include me in
the Bcc field. I want each of your Base Commanders to send it to their membership and
insure that they include your email in the Bcc field. By doing this we will know that our
membership with email access has received this message. Do this as soon as possible.
Jim and Joe were unable to participate today—it would have been nice to have had them
there.
I am going to include the email I received from the National Commander within the body
of what I am sending you.
Here’s Wayne’s email:
“Shipmates,
I was notified during the week of June 15th by the Dallas FBI Office that our National
Website had been hacked by either a person or persons that were intent on gathering as
much personal information as possible from our members. We have been hacked in the
past but when the FBI informed me that they were aware of this current instance, my level
of concern was elevated considerably.
Although there is limited control over how easily a hacker can get into most any website
they target, the agent I spoke with asked if our membership were taking precautions in
other areas that unwittingly aid the less sophisticated hackers.
One of the items he mentioned is how we use e-mail for inter-organizational communications. He stated that emphasis should be placed on how we address the recipients. The
(continued on next page)
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Subpar Steel...

(concluded from previous page)

the foundry’s management
team. If Bradken complies
with the requirements
outlined in the deferred
prosecution agreement, the
government will dismiss the
criminal fraud charge against
it after three years.
Below, another Facebook find
from Bill Moak—this time one
for the ladies. Many thanks as
always, Bill!—ed.

Submariner
Owner’s Manual
CONGRATULATIONS on
your decision to marry/
choose a D/E Submariner.
Your investment should give
you a lifetime of pleasure and
trouble-free operation. Please
read these instructions carefully before use.
Warnings
• Never overfill your Submariner. Overfilling can affect
both the appearance and
speed of your Submariner
and may lessen its operating
life.
• Do not attempt to seal the
ventilation openings on your
Submariner. The regular
emission of toxic odors is an
important safety feature built
into your Submariner. It is
not considered a malfunction
under your warranty.
• For optimum operation,
you should give your Submariner a regular and thorough
servicing.
Getting Started
• Try to keep your Submariner upright while getting
him into the house. Use no
hooks, as he may initially be
commitment phobic. Place
(continued on next page)

USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

primary and simplest safety factor is to use the Bcc when sending a message to multiple addresses.
For security and privacy reasons, any standard of judgment now being used and recommended by the experts in this field is to use the Blind Carbon Copy (BCC) feature
when sending an email message to a large number of people. When you place email
addresses
in the BCC field of a message, those addresses are INVISIBLE to anyone who gains access to that message, including the hackers and spammers.
Conversely, any email addresses that you place in the “To or Cc” field are VISIBLE to
anyone that gains access to that message. They then use this information to generate a
message to these same recipients with a fairly good probability that some of them will
just blindly respond to or comply with whatever is asked, because they recognize the
signature.
Folks, using the BCC field is not brain surgery and acts as an anti-spam precaution.
It does not require any more effort to use this field in lieu of the To or Cc field, and
greatly reduces the likelihood that the openly listed recipients will receive a spam message or a virus from another recipient’s infected computer.
The sophistication of software that is available to today’s cyber crooks dictates that we
have to use a higher level of suspicion when it comes to replying to or complying with
the e-mails we receive. Pay particular attention to the address that sent the message in
question and how it is addressed to you. Did it come from a recognizable source and
did they address you by the name normally used by your acquaintances? If not, verify it
with the supposed sender before replying or complying to any of their requests.
As a step to increase the security level of our members’ personal information found on
our National Website, we have taken steps to escalate the time frame for a new website
to be completed and put online. We will keep all of you updated as we progress.
Regards,
Wayne Standerfer
USSVI National Commander”
Shipmates, should ANYONE have ANY questions about what is being asked of you,
please contact me. This issue is too important to the future of our organization for us
not to take strong and decisive action.
Jim Denzien
Western Region Director
H: (623) 547-7945 C: (602) 332-3925
Shipmates,
If you prefer to use a paper ballot for the National USSVI election, here’s a way to do it
without waiting for the paper issue of American Submariner. Just open the attached two
pages, run ’em through your printer and you have ballots you can complete and mail.
(I will include an image of the ballot in this issue. See page 28—ed.)
Just a reminder, please DO vote!
Cheers,
Dave

(continued on next page)
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Submariner
Owner’s Manual
(continued from previous page)

on a cushioned surface before
attempting to turn on. Stand
well back.
• Contents may have settled
during transportation. Actual
size may vary.
Older Models
• Do not attempt to jumpstart older models. Firmly
grasp working parts and first
check pressure is adequate.
Allow to warm up slowly. If
Submariner remains stalled,
you may need to change your
settings. For a start, you may
be in the wrong gear. Consider changing into something
pink and frilly.
Initial Use
• Your Submariner has a
durable outer casing but it
is highly sensitive to knocks.
Even gentle knocking can
seriously distort the settings
on the ego panel. To reset,
approach the ego and stroke
firmly. Compliment your
Submariner on the attractiveness of his durable outer
casing. Proffer a jar of olives,
the lid of which he may care
to prise open with a manly
laugh. Sigh admiringly when
this is done. Next, repeat the
steps listed in “Getting Started.” In most cases, you’ll find
your Submariner will now
virtually turn himself on.
Ongoing Usage
• Do not leave your Submariner turned on in a public
place, especially when you
intend to leave him unattended. Malfunction in these
circumstances is not covered
by your guarantee.
(continued on next page)

USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

From: Michael Williamson <williess582@gmail.com>
Date: Wed., July 1, 2020
Subject: USSVI National Election 2020
Good day,
It has been brought to my attention that a couple of shipmates in WD6 are having a
problem with voting in this year’s election. Some have told me they will not vote unless
they can use the ballot out of American Submariner magazine. I have even told people
with Tools to check their people and make sure they have a 10-digit zip code to assist in
mailing the magazines to them.
My first response was to download the AS from the website in .pdf form and make a
.pdf of the proposed amendments and send that out to the WD6 Base Commanders
Group via email. I received two responses that asked why I didn’t just send the ballot.
Well, that is a little more difficult as the magazine pages are doubled, so if you print it
is real small on an 8-1/2” x 11” sheet of paper. I wear bifocals, and it was hard for me to
read.
Well, I am proud to say that a fellow L.A.-Pasadena shipmate came to my rescue and
sent me the two attachments on this email. I know he does not like much fanfare, but
I will give you a couple of hints. He served on the USS Tecumseh (SSBN-628), and he
works behind the scenes on the USSVI Calendar Project.
Thank you, and I hope this effort will improve the ability for the Western Region to get
out and vote this year (print them if you have to).
Michael “Willie” Williamson EN2/SS
WD6 Commander
(909) 754-0326 cellApril 27, 2020
Shipmates and Ladies,
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave
From: USSVI POC: William C. Andrea <NJVC@ussvi.org>
Date: Sat., July 4, 2020
Subject: American Submariner magazine 2020 3rd edition now online
Submitted by: Wayne Standerfer, National Commander
Shipmates,
The American Submariner magazine 2020 3rd Quarter Edition is now posted on our
National Website.
• Open the USSVI website https://www.ussvi.org/home.asp
• Log On with your Login Name and Password.
• Click on the blue “USSVI Magazine” button about half-way down the
left-side menu
• Click on the top left button that says “Current Edition.”
All the Best and stay safe,
Wayne Standerfer
National Commander

(continued on next page)
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Submariner
Owner’s Manual
(continued from previous page)

• Your Submariner will perform best if given one task
at a time. THIS PRODUCT
IS NOT SUITABLE FOR
MULTI-TASKING.
• Product may contain nuts.
Choose carefully as the returns counter at Submariner
PLC often features lengthy
queues.
Maintenance
• To clean your Submariner,
immerse daily in warm water
and remove any scuff marks
with a soft cloth.
• Tougher stains, especially
those consequent to his employment in the workforce,
may be rubbed away using a
solution of alcohol, applied
nightly, usually just after 6
o’clock.
• Act cautiously whenever
detaching your Submariner
from the household power.
Remember if not given occasional access to at least a feeling of power, your Submariner may become run-down
and difficult to handle.
Waivers and Exclusions
• Your Submariner is not a
reliable source of fashion
advice. Submariner PLC, its
agents or representatives, are
not responsible for any losses
or humiliations consequent
to your reliance on fashion
advice given by your Submariner. WARNING: Your
Submariner cannot spot
any difference whatsoever
between the first dress you
tried on and the fourth one,
despite the way he enthusiastically backs up your view
(concluded on next page)
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Shipmates and Ladies,
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave
From: USSVI POC: William C. Andrea <NJVC@ussvi.org>
Date: Sat., July 4, 2020
Subject: Retiree Information
Submitted by: John Dudas, USSVI VSO
Pentagon to Retirees: Plan Now for Tricare Enrollment Fees in 2021
https://bit.ly/38zikJd
Senate Passes Bill to Give Millions More Veterans Free Lifetime Entry to National Parks
https://bit.ly/2D1EpEv
Pentagon Quietly Moves to Make CBD Use a Criminal Offense for Troops
https://bit.ly/3e1yY5s
House Lawmakers Want to Pause Military Health System Overhaul
https://bit.ly/2C2oIfU
Tricare Dental Is Giving You More Insurance for Free
https://bit.ly/3iwtpzm
Big Changes to Military Health System Will Be Delayed, Top Health Official Says
https://bit.ly/2NX1ZEU
Can Military Retirees Make Political Statements?
https://bit.ly/3e0qzPE
Tricare Ends Coverage of Routine Vitamin D Screenings
https://bit.ly/3f3gOBx
Forwarding USSVI National correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave
From: “USSVI POC: William C. Andrea” <NJVC@USSVI.ORG>
Date: July 15, 2020
Subject: Arizona Silent Service Memorial project
Submitted by: Tim Moore, Chairman, ASSM
The Arizona Silent Service Memorial project will begin onsite construction at our
memorial site in Wesley Bolin Memorial Plaza the first week of August. Wesley Bolin
Memorial Plaza is located in the ‘front yard’ of the Arizona State Capitol building in
downtown Phoenix, AZ. We are currently offering a “Groundbreaking Special” for
ASSM Commemorative Challenge Coins. To learn more about this special offer and
see construction progress photos, please visit our website at: https://bit.ly/3haO62l
The submarine monument structure is being fabricated offsite and we are projecting it
to be installed at the memorial site the third week of August. The construction timeline may change somewhat due to unforeseen circumstances. We are projecting that
(continued on next page)
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Submariner
Owner’s Manual
(concluded from previous page)

that “the fourth one is by far
the best.”
• Your Submariner cannot be
expected to stop and ask for
directions when driving. Customers should remember that
the Earth is round, so you
will arrive at your destination
eventually. HE DOES NOT
NEED YOUR ADVICE ON
HIS DRIVING METHODS.
Your Submariner comes with
perfect eyesight but may find
it difficult to locate small
items around the house, such
as his wallet and keys. This is
not considered a fault under
your warranty. According to
information supplied by your
Submariner, he suspects that
you are deliberating hiding
his stuff every morning.
A Final Word
• Use your Submariner properly and only for what it is
intended and you will enjoy
years of rugged, safe and
dependable service—service
only available from the happy
folks here at Submariner PLC.
Enjoy dieselboatsforever@
blockhouse.uk

USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

the memorial project will be completed sometime around the first week of September.
Plans for a Dedication Ceremony are on hold as result of the COVID-19 pandemic. I
hope to have more news to share with you about the dedication as we near the end of
summer.
I look forward to having you visit us in Phoenix. Please stay safe and stay well.
Tim Moore, Chairman
Arizona Silent Service Memorial
Phone: 602-574-3286
Email: seawolfssn@outlook.com
https://bit.ly/3haO62l
Editor’s Note: Here’s a followup email to Dave’s notification letter seen on page 31.
(Be sure to check that out as well.)
Shipmates and Ladies,
Below is Carl’s transfer by USSVI to Eternal Patrol.
Rest in Peace, Shipmate,
Dave
From: USSVI National Office <cto@ussvi.org>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020
Subject: Eternal Patrol Notice - Carl Terry
USSVI just received notification that the member listed below has departed on Eternal
Patrol:
Date Died: 7/1/2020
Date Born: 8/24/1927
Base: LA-Pasadena SVWWII
Name: Terry, Hughes Carlton
Address: 18320 Yukon Ave
City, ST, Zip: Torrance, CA 90504-4916
Phone: 310-329-0782
E-mail: gramajoycet@yahoo.com
Next of Kin: Kathy Miller
Relationship: Daughter
Address: 19615 Tomlee Ave,
City, ST, Zip: Torrance, CA 90503
Phone: 310-542-8210

PRIDE RUNS DEEP

Joined USSVI: 1999
Boats Served on: SS-339, SS-337
BIO: Qualified in submarines on the USS Catfish (SS-339) in 1947 and was a QM3(SS)
when he left the Navy.
His record is now posted online in the Eternal Patrol file on the USSVI website. Both
(concluded on next page)
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Mystery Spy Vessel?
(concluded from page 4)

in their potential for hunting
submarines. A Wave Glider can
loiter for extended periods,
towing an underwater sonar
array and communicating
contacts aircraft or ships for
potential targeting. A fleet of
low-cost Wave Gliders could
sweep slowly across an area of
interest, covering a much wider
area than a expensive manned
ship searches.
In 2011 the Navy started
equipping their experimental
SHARC gliders with the ‘Towed
Array Integrated “L” (TAIL),’
a passive towed acoustic array.
This set of specialized sensitive
hydrophones take advantage of
the glider’s quiet propulsion to
pick up distant marine engines.
Since then the Navy’s Wave
Glider plans have grown more
ambitious. Current R&D budget
documents show spending of $6
million a year in 2019 and 2020,
doubling in 2021 and tailing off
with project completion in 2022.
Wave Gliders, being acoustically
silent and with a low visual and
radar signature, are stealthy
compared to surface vessels, and
continuously feed data back to
remote operators.
Current plans call for a fleet
of 20 Navy SHARCS to carry
out a full-scale demonstration
mission in 2021. However, the
U.S. is not the only one with
this technology. In 2016 a
near-identical copy of the Wave
Glider called Fugu was being
tested by the Russian Navy. So
it’s just possible that the device
seen off Key West might be one
of theirs rather tha one of ours.
David Hambling is a Londonbased tech journalist, consultant
and author; follow him on Twitter.

USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(concluded from previous page)

you and any base he belonged to has access to this Eternal Patrol file using your USSVI
Online Tools. As you or the base learn more details about this shipmate, you can update his bio and obit fields.
To obtain and print out a Eternal Patrol Certificate, visit https://bit.ly/2OESmuS and
click on the left side Button: USSVI Members > then Eternal Patrol > then Certificates.
There are three variations of Eternal Patrol certificates to fit your need. The certificate
can be filled out and printed right now at the time of need. You can type the name of
the deceased and the date of passing prior to printing out the certificate as well.
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave
From: USSVI POC: William C. Andrea <NJVC@USSVI.ORG>
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020
Subject: USSVI Website Log in
Submitted by: Wayne Standerfer, National Commander
Shipmates,
If you have tried to log into our national website during the last few days, you will have
encountered an error message telling you that the site is insecure. This appears to be
just another glitch with the software that is required to be used on our present antiquated server.
We are having it worked on, but in the meantime, to log on use the other option that
appears at the bottom of whatever browser you are using to bypass the insecure message and you will be able to continue on to our website. Since we are not using credit
card transactions or displaying harmful personal information such as our members SS
numbers, logging onto our website is not that much of a danger at this time.
The process to obtain and enable the necessary software needed for our new website
has been moved to the top of our priority list and hopefully will not take much longer
before completion.
Take care and stay safe,
Wayne Standerfer
National Commander

Sadly, we’ve recently lost our good friend Carl
Terry (shown above receiving a Certificate of
Base Appreciation from Chuck Senior some
years back). See more info. on page 31.—ed.
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NATIONAL CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
National
Commander

National Senior
Vice Commander

National
Secretary

Wayne Standerfer

Jon Jaques

Ray Wewers

Shipmates,
I am running for reelection as your
National Commander.
Being a practitioner of the “KISS”
principle, I will keep my biography as brief
as possible.
• Dallas Base Commander (3 years)
• Central Region District Four Commander
(3 years)
• Central Region Director (4 years)
• National Senior Vice Commander
(2 years)
• National Commander (2018 to present)
I am a USSVI Life Member, Holland
Club member, and honored to be a
recipient of the Robert Link Award in 2011
and the Joe Negri Award in 2012.
Since assuming my current position as
National Commander on October 26, 2018,
I have had the privilege of working closely
and harmoniously with our present National Board of Directors, comprised of some
of the most competent and caring members of USSVI. Working with this group has
made this period of time, despite being
challenging at times, very enjoyable.
We have worked through and implemented solutions for many problems and
operational hang-ups, some of which
had been lingering for several years. The
cooperation generated by this Board of
Directors, combined with their work ethic
of “get it done now and don’t put it off,”
is why I am proud to say I am presently
serving as your National Commander.
But as is always the case, resting on
our laurels is not an option. There is much
more for USSVI to do and accomplish as
an organization, and I am asking for the
opportunity to lead us in this effort for
another term. As I have stated in the past,
I take immense pride in our community of
submarine veterans, who we are, what
we have done, and what we will continue
to do in the future, especially under
experienced, caring leadership.
The entire slate of candidates for our
Board of Directors is running unopposed,
but I am nonetheless asking that all of you
show your support for USSVI by voting for
all of our candidates in this election.
Yours fraternally,
Wayne Standerfer
972-298-8139 • lwaynes@charter.net

28

It has been a pleasure to serve as your
National Senior Vice Commander for the
past term. I hope you will consider me for
a second term.
After joining USSVI in the mid-1990s,
I was the founder of the Volunteer Base,
covering all of Tennessee, and was base
commander from 1999-2012.
I served as National Treasurer from
2003-2008 and National Senior Vice
Commander from 2008-2012, helping
to implement some of the accounting
practices and stewardship framework
to which we now adhere.
By trade, I work as a CPA and CFP and
have had my accounting practice for
29 years.
I appreciate your consideration and
vote for a second term as NSVC.
Jon Jaques

National Junior
Vice Commander
Steve Bell
I served on active duty from 1962
until August 1982 and qualified on the
Menhaden in 1963 in Yokosuka, Japan.
I was a plankowner on the Mariano G.
Vallejo and made four patrols in the
Pacific Fleet.
Following my instructor tour at
Radioman A/B School in Bainbridge,
Maryland, I earned an AAS in Electronic
Engineering at Del Mar College in Corpus
Christi, Texas, through the Navy’s
Associate Degree Completion Program).
I returned to sea duty with tours on
Stonewall Jackson, Benjamin Franklin,
and Archerfish. My final three years were
on the staff of COMSUBDEVRON 12.
Following my active service, I worked
with NAVSEA on both the Seawolf and
Virginia-class submarines in support of the
design and construction of the associated
radio rooms, managing the radio room
budget for the Virginia-class in my five
final years with NAVSEA.
During my years with NAVSEA, I
received a BSEE from Pacific Western
University in 1987 and MS in Professional
Accounting from Strayer College in 1994.
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I am pleased to announce my candidacy
for National Secretary, a position I have
held for the past six years.
I feel that I have learned the job
sufficiently to be able to continue and
improve my service in this position.
I am a charter member of Razorback
Base in Arkansas, where I have served as
vice commander for four years, and base
commander for four years. I was Central
Region District One Commander for
five years.
I am active in the restoration of USS
Razorback and have participated in five
Razorback burial at sea ceremonies.
I have been the USSVCF Memorial
Chairman for six years and was reappointed
by the USSVCF President in 2018.
My wife, Barbara, and I have missed only
two of the National Conventions since 1993
and were the co-chairs of the 2006 National
Convention in Little Rock, Arkansas.
I will do my best to perform the duties
of the National Secretary in a professional
and timely manner.
Feel free to contact me with any
questions or concerns.
Ray Wewers
479-967-5541 • raywewers@gmail.com
I joined USSVI in 1997 and served as
base commander of Carolina Piedmont
Base from 2009-2015, Southeast Region
District One Commander from 2012-2015,
North Carolina SubVets Commander from
2010-2013, Southeast Regional Director
from 2016-2018, and National Junior Vice
Commander from 2018 to present.
During my time as commander of
Carolina-Piedmont, the base received the
Robert Link Award, two Meritorious Awards,
three Golden Anchor Awards, and four
Newsletter of the Year Awards, and two
overall USSVI Newsletter of the Year Awards.
I was awarded the Meritorious Award
in 2011, Robert Link Award in 2012, District
Commander of the Year in 2013, and
received the Joe Negri Award in 2019.
I live in Gastonia, North Carolina, with
my wife Margie (Ma Bell).
I would greatly appreciate your vote
to continue serving USSVI.
Respectfully,
Steve Bell
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REGIONAL CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
Northeast
Regional Director

Central
Regional Director

Western
Regional Director

Les Altschuler

Tom Williams

Victor P. Van Horn

I’m Les Altschuler, and I’m asking for
your vote to be reelected for another term
as your Northeast Regional Director.
Having served as your Northeast Regional
Director since 2016, I have learned a lot
as a productive and voting member of the
Board of Directors.
I enlisted in the USNR submarine
program in 1963, and served in the Naval
Reserve for four years with two years
active duty on USS Tigrone (AGSS-419),
where I qualified in 1966 and attained the
rate of ETN3(SS).
I have been a life member of USSVI
and Long Island Base since 1981, and a
life member of New Jersey North Base
since 2004, where I served as base
commander for nearly 14 years. I served
as the Northeast District Two Commander
from 2011 to 2016.
In 2015 I received the Robert Link
Award and the following year I was
inducted into the Holland Club in 2016.

I am a retired Chief Torpedoman,
and am qualified on diesel and nuclear
submarines, both fast-attack and FBM.
I am the current Southeast Regional
Director and the manager of the USSVI-CF
Brotherhood Fund.
I served as the USSVI Southeast
District Four commander for five years
and I also served on the USSVI Board of
Directors as the District Commander of
the Year.
I joined USSVI in 2012 and have served
as vice commander and commander of
Nautilus Base.
I fully support the United States
Submarine Veterans Creed.
I would appreciate your vote and
look forward to serving you and USSVI
for the next two years.

I am pleased to announce my
candidacy for reelection as USSVI Central
Regional Director.
I was appointed to the Board of
Directors in September of 2017, was
elected to serve in 2018, and have
faithfully served since then.
I served as a Chief Quartermaster
and assistant navigator on both SSN
and SSBN submarines. I feel qualified to
lead the Central Region with confidence,
maturity, and wisdom. I will retire this
fall from a challenging career with the
Texas Department of Transportation as
a new construction bridge inspector,
and to devote the necessary time and
dedication to USSVI.
I served as base commander of
Central Texas Base from 2008 through
2012 when I moved to Austin and was
involved in the startup of the Los Brazos
Base in 2015. I was appointed as Central
District Four Commander, and I have
been elected three times to that position.
In 2017 I was selected as District
Commander of the Year and placed
on the Board of Directors.
I worked extensively with members of
Central District Four to put together an
exciting and memorable 2019 National
Convention in Austin, Texas.
I am currently working hard on the
recruitment of a younger generation
of submariners. District Four bases are
reporting on the interest shown by this
new age group.
We are dependent on the new breed
of submariner coming from today’s
fleet to sustain our strength within our
organization. Antiquated ideas will not
attract younger and more energized
members to fill our ranks and take
us forward.
I wear my dolphins with pride, dignity,
and honor. What is important is that
we belong to the same “Brotherhood
of the Phin.” This philosophy will guide
me should I be elected to the Director’s
position.
I respectfully ask for your
consideration and vote.

Very respectfully,
Ken Nichols

Respectfully,
Tom Williams

Respectfully,
Les Altschuler

Southeast
Regional Director
Ken Nichols

If I am elected you have my word that
I will fulfill this position to the best of my
ability and I will accept the responsibility
that this position requires.
My qualifications are these:
• Past base commander for USS
Chicago Base (2004-2007).
• Served as Central Region Vice District
Two Commander from 2007-2010.
• Served as Central Region District Two
Commander from 2010-2016.
• Selected as 2012 National District
Commander of the Year.
• At one time I covered 17 bases from
seven states very effectively.
• I have the membership at the forefront
of my thoughts.
• The WWII members are a critical part of
the organization and I support them in
any way I can.
• I am dedicated to grow our organization
and to keep it going in the right direction.
• Boat Sponsorship Program manager
from 2016-2018.
• 2016 Robert Link Award recipient.
• USSV Charitable Foundation
committee member.
• Western Region District One Commander
from 2018-present.
Now that you know a little more about
me, I look forward to working with you,
and for you.
Respectfully,
Victor P. Van Horn

Everything
you need to
vote:
online at
ussvi.org




Online voting begins
June 18, 2020
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PROPOSED BYLAWS AMENDMENTS
PA 2020-1
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE XVIII — COMMITTEES, SECTION 14, AUDIT REVIEW COMMITTEE, PARAGRAPH B AND C
Red = removed wording
• The Audit Committee shall be comprised of the sitting Regional Directors, with the District Commander of the year serving as the alternate. The National Senior Vice-Commander shall notify the Audit Committee of the date the Audit is to be conducted which will be
immediately before the Mid-Term Meeting of the Board of Directors. The Audit Committee shall receive thirty (30) days’ notice of the date
the Audit is to be conducted. The National Senior Vice-Commander will convene the meeting for the purpose of electing a Chairman to
conduct the Audit and will receive the completed written Audit from the elected Audit Chairman.
• Prior to the Mid-Term Board of Directors Meeting Audit, the National Treasurer shall provide copies of the financial records for the previous calendar year in a suitable format for inspection by the Committee.
Submitted by: USSVI Constitution and By-Law Committee
Intent of the Author: The Mid-Term BOD Meetings are now being conducted by way of a Teleconference. This will remove the restrictive
time that was dictating when the audit was to be held.
Cost to the Organization: Negligible if any.
Accepted by the USSVI BOD’s during the 2020 Mid-Term BOD Meeting.—USSVI BOD’s recommends the membership approve this change.

PA 2020-2

PROPOSED CONSOLIDATION OF ARTICLE XVIII — COMMITTEES, SECTIONS 4 AND 5
Green = added wording

Section 4. LONG RANGE PLANNING, PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
A. The Long-Range Planning, Public Relations and Publicity Committee shall be a Standing Committee.
B. The Long-Range Planning, Public Relations and Publicity Committee shall be chaired by a member who is chosen for his/her qualities
of experience and enthusiasm and shall be nominated by the National Commander and confirmed by the Board of Directors. The Committee shall have as regular members other members as deemed necessary by the Chairman of the Committee and the Board of Directors. An administrative budget may be funded through an annual budget request to the National Senior Vice-Commander for inclusion
in the USSVI National Budget. The Committee Chairman shall annually submit a report of the operations to the National Secretary for
inclusion in the committee reports. such report is to be submitted no later than thirty (30) days prior to the National Convention.
C. The duties of the Long-Range Planning, Public Relations and Publicity Committee shall include:
1. Conducting studies as requested by the Board of Directors to further the fraternal purpose and creed of the Organization.
2. Publicly promoting a positive image of the Organization.
3. Assisting all officers of the Organization in developing promotional materials to advertise the Organization and organizational events.
D. Written reports and recommendations of the Committee shall be made to the Board of Directors prior to the meetings of the Board or upon
their request.
Section 5 did not require any rewording.
Submitted by: Wayne Standerfer
Intent of the Author: To combine two committees into a single more effect unit under one chairman.
Cost to the Organization: Negligible to none.
Accepted by the USSVI BOD’s during the 2020 Mid-Term BOD Meeting.—USSVI BOD’s recommends the membership approve this change.

PA 2020-3
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE XII — MEETINGS, SECTION 2, Paragraph C BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
Green = added wording • Red = removed wording
C. MID-TERM BOD MEETING. The Mid-Term BOD Meeting time and place will be determined by the National Commander, with the concurrence of the BOD. The National Commander shall give three (3) months’ notice of the meeting so arrangements for lodging and travel can be
made by all Board members and those members wishing to attend; except in the case when the meeting will be held by electronic medium.
The purpose of the meeting will be to:
1. Consider and conduct any organizational business as presented at the meeting.
2. In election years, consider and approve proposed amendments to the Constitution and Bylaws for the ballot.
3. Review all Committee Reports and Committee progress up to this meeting.
4. Conduct an Audit of the USSVI financial records.
5. Determine sponsorship of the National Convention at least two (2) years hence.
Submitted by: USSVI Constitution and By-Law Committee
Intent of the Author: The Mid-Term BOD Meetings are now being conducted by way of a Teleconference. This will remove the restrictive
time that was dictating when the audit was to be held.
Cost to the Organization: Negligible to none.
Accepted by the USSVI BOD’s during the 2020 Mid-Term BOD Meeting.—USSVI BOD’s recommends the
THEmembership
PERISCOPE •approve
AUGUSTthis
2020change.
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PROPOSED BYLAWS AMENDMENTS (concluded)
PA 2020-1
2020-4
PROPOSED
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ARTICLE XVISECTION
— OFFICERS,
SECTION
1, NATIONAL
OFFICERS
PROPOSED AMENDMENT
TO ARTICLE
XVIII —TO
COMMITTEES,
14, AUDIT
REVIEW
COMMITTEE,
PARAGRAPH B AND C
Red
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wording
Green
= added
wording
•Add
Thethe
Audit
Committee
shall K
betocomprised
the sitting
following
Paragraph
Article XVI,ofSection
1: Regional Directors, with the District Commander of the year serving as the alternate. The National Senior Vice-Commander shall notify the Audit Committee of the date the Audit is to be conducted which will be
K. If, for any cause, the office of the National Commander, National Senior Vice Commander or National Junior Vice Commander shall
immediately before the Mid-Term Meeting of the Board of Directors. The Audit Committee shall receive thirty (30) days’ notice of the date
become vacant, the next officer in line shall assume the office for the unexpired term. If no such officer is available or agreeable to
the Audit is to be conducted. The National Senior Vice-Commander will convene the meeting for the purpose of electing a Chairman to
accepting the office, then a qualified and suitable replacement shall be appointed by the BOD to fill the unexpired term.
conduct the Audit and will receive the completed written Audit from the elected Audit Chairman.
Submitted by: Wayne Standerfer
• Prior to the Mid-Term Board of Directors Meeting Audit, the National Treasurer shall provide copies of the financial records for the previIntent
of the Author:
remove format
the implied
dictate that
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the position of National Commander.
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C. The duties of the Long-Range Planning, Public Relations and Publicity Committee shall include:
PA 2020-6
1. Conducting studies as requested by the Board of Directors to further the fraternal purpose and creed of the Organization.
PROPOSED
TO ARTICLE III — PURPOSE/CREED, SECTIONS 1 AND 2
2. Publicly promoting a positive
imageAMENDMENT
of the Organization.
3. Assisting all officers of the Organization
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promotional
materials
to advertise
the Organization and organizational events.
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= added wording
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Section
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rewording.
accomplishments,
and toany
pledge
loyalty and patriotism to the United States of America and its Constitution.
Submitted
by:
Wayne
Standerfer
Section 2. In addition to perpetuating the memory of departed shipmates, we USSVI shall provide a way for all Submariners to gather for
Intent
of the
Author:
combine two
into a single
more effectshall
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our mutual
benefit
andToenjoyment.
Ourcommittees
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as Submariners
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Cost
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supports a strong U.S. Submarine Force.
Accepted
theUSSVI
USSVIConstitution
BOD’s duringand
theBy-Law
2020 Mid-Term
BOD Meeting.—USSVI BOD’s recommends the membership approve this change.
Submittedbyby:
Committee
Intent of the Author: To correct grammar used in our Purpose/Creed.
Cost to the Organization: Can be excessive depending on number of Challenge Coins that include our Creed.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE XII — MEETINGS, SECTION 2, Paragraph C BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
Accepted by the USSVI BOD’s during the 2020 Mid-Term BOD Meeting.
Green = added wording • Red = removed wording
The National BOD’s initially approved this change, but after in-depth thought after approval, DO NOT RECOMMEND APPROVING THIS PA
C.
MID-TERM
BOD MEETING.
The Mid-Term BOD
Meeting time
and place will
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by the
National
Commander,
with the concurdue
to excessive
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documents
(By-laws,
etc.) and
retooling
expense
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the BOD. The National Commander shall give three (3) months’ notice of the meeting so arrangements for lodging and travel can be
lenge of
Coins.
made by all Board members and those members wishing to attend; except in the case when the meeting will be held by electronic medium.
The
purpose of the meeting will be to:
PA 2020-7
1. Consider and conduct any organizational
business
as presented
at theXVIII
meeting.
PROPOSED
AMENDMENT
TO ARTICLE
— SEC 15, Paragraph C
2. In election years, consider and approve proposed amendments to the Constitution and Bylaws for the ballot.
Green = added wording
3. Review all Committee Reports and Committee progress up to this meeting.
C. The Board of Inquiry shall consist of three (3) regular members in good standing who, in the judgment of the National Commander,
4. Conduct an Audit of the USSVI financial records.
have the experience and judgment appropriate to handle discerning issues and who are not parties to the situation to be reviewed.
5. Determine sponsorship of the National Convention at least two (2) years hence.
No member of the National Board Of Directors shall serve as a member of the Board of Inquiry.
Submitted by: USSVI Constitution and By-Law Committee
Submitted by: Harrison Solt III
Intent of the Author: The Mid-Term BOD Meetings are now being conducted by way of a Teleconference. This will remove the restrictive
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VOTE

2020
NATIONAL ELECTION

VOTING INFORMATION
The preferred voting method is online
at ussvi.org. Select “Vote in Poll”
from the options on the left.
Online voting will be available beginning
at 0001 on June 18, 2020.
Whether voting online of by paper
ballot, each member must complete
their own ballot.
Proxy voting (members casting
ballots for other members) is not
allowed. While members may assist
other members in preparing their
ballots, the member must complete
their paper ballot in their own hand.
Proxy ballots will be rejected.
Mail completed ballots to:
Tom Conlon, PNC
USSVI Election Master
8 Davis Avenue
Harrison, NJ 07029
Online voting ends at 2359 on
August 17, 2020.
Paper ballots must be received
by the Election Master no later than
August 17, 2020 to be counted.
Ballots received after this date will
not be counted.
The duties of the various officers are
specified in the USSVI Bylaws and can
be read on the USSVI website.

2020

 USSVI OFFICIAL BALLOT  2020
VOTE FOR ONLY ONE CANDIDATE FOR EACH OFFICE

National Officer Candidates
National Commander
 Wayne Standerfer, Dallas Base

Regional Director Candidates
Vote for a Director in your region only.
Any other vote will be rejected.

Write-in

Northeast Region Director
 Leslie Altschuler, New Jersey North Base

National Senior Vice Commander
 Jon Jaques, Volunteer Base

Write-in

Write-in

Southeast Region Director
 Ken Nichols, Nautilus Base

National Junior Vice Commander
 Steve Bell, Carolina Piedmont Base

Write-in

Write-in

Central Region Director
 Tom Williams, Brazos Valley Base

National Secretary
 Ray Wewers, Razorback Base

Write-in

Write-in

Western Region Director
 Victor Van Horn, Perch Base

National Treasurer
 Paul Hiser, Tarheel Base

Write-in

Write-in

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS (PA’s) TO THE USSVI CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS
(For each PA, vote either “for” or “against” the proposed change)
PA-2020-1— Scheduling of Audit Review Committee Meeting
The mid-term Board of Directors meetings are now being conducted by way of a teleconference. This will remove the restrictive time that was dictating when the audit was to
be held.
 FOR
 AGAINST
PA 2020-02 — Combines Long Range Planning, Public Relations and Publicity
Committees
To combine two committees into a single more effect unit under one chairman.
 FOR
 AGAINST
PA 2020-03 — Scheduling of Board of Directors Mid-Term Meeting
The mid-term BOD meetings are now being conducted by way of a teleconference.
This will remove the restrictive time that was dictating when the meeting was to be held.
 FOR
 AGAINST
PA 2020-04 — Addresses Vacancies of National Officers
To remove the implied dictate that the National Senior Vice Commander is the only
Board of Directors member that can assume the position of National Commander.
 FOR
 AGAINST
PA 2020-05 — Removes Section 2 of Constitution And Bylaws Article XIX
The current policy is overly restrictive and counterproductive to the conduct of new
business at the annual business meeting.
 FOR
 AGAINST
PA 2020-06 — Modifies Wording of USSVI Creed
To correct grammar used in our purpose/creed.
 FOR
 AGAINST
PA 2020-07 — Board of Directors Members May Not Serve on Board of Inquiry
Removes possibility of Board of Directors bias during the Board of Inquiry process.
 FOR
 AGAINST
NAME:
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Huntington Ingalls Wins Deal to
Modify USS Helena Submarine
(Reproduced from the Yahoo News website—originally published July 14, 2020)
by Zachs Equity Research

USS Helena (SSN-725)
under refit. (Note: this
is the same boat upon
which your editor much
enjoyed a Distinguished
Visitor Embark way back
in March of 2001—ed.)

H

untington Ingalls Industries Inc. HII recently secured
a modification contract for USS Helena (SSN-725).
The deal has been awarded by the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, USN, Newport News, VA.
Valued at $35.3 million, the contract is projected to be
completed by Octobe, 2020. Huntington Ingalls will execute repair, maintenance, upgrades and modernization
efforts on the USS Helena dry-docking selected restricted
availability (DSRA).
Growing Demand for SSN
Global demand for submarines has increased in recent
times, driven by the need for undersea capability enhancement and fleet expansion initiatives undertaken by emerging economies including India and China in the AsiaPacific region. Nevertheless, North America still leads the
global submarine market’s growth.
Coming to SSN, it is expected to be the largest segment in
the global submarine market driven by several high-value
procurement programs worldwide including the U.S.

Navy’s Virginia-class procurement.
What’s Favoring Huntington Ingalls?
Huntington Ingalls specializes in manufacturing amphibious assault and expeditionary ships and provides more
than 70% ships to the U.S. Navy. Interestingly, the fiscal
2021 defense budget proposal provisions for a spending plan of $32.3 billion for shipbuilding. Notably, such
budgetary developments should enable the company to
procure more significant contracts related to submarines
like the latest one.
Looking ahead, per a report by Technavio, the global naval
shipbuilding market is expected to reach $14.36 billion
during the 2020-2024 period at a CAGR of approximately
3%. This, in turn, is likely to drive demand for various assault ships, including the LHA-9 class warships. Huntington Ingalls—a shipbuilding giant—should benefit. Other
submarine manufacturers like Bae Systems PLC BAESY,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. MHVYF and General
Dynamics GD are also likely to benefit.
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Armstrong - Pier Dollies
(concluded from page 11)

your foul weather jacket reeking of dime store perfume,
with cheap red lipstick smeared ear-to-ear all over an unshaven face only a mother could love... And jeezus, did
the coffee taste great and all was right with the world.
Sure, the little woman out in the kitchen fixing your
dinner just wouldn’t understand. She’d never lived on the
snorkel for weeks at a time in a forgotten world. But you
did; we did. And the world was a better place when there
were women who waited to welcome worthless bastards
home at the bitter ends of heaving lines.
My idea of heaven is a mental picture of Saint Peter on an

ivory pier standing up to his armpits in the middle of a
bunch of perky busted pier dollies yelling, “Put your lines
over when you can.”
If any woman reads this who
ever stood out there on a
dark pier waiting on incoming smokeboat bluejackets,
God bless you, darling.
Keep a zero bubble . . .

Dex.

USS Requin (SS-481), Dex’s beloved old
smokeboat, on the Ohio River in Pittsburgh in 2017. (Wikipedia image.)
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✓ Reach potential new members
by sending three annual
subscriptions of American
Submariner to the boat or
organization of your choice
✓ First-time sponsors receive a
Boat Sponsorship Patch
✓ All sponsors entered into the
quarterly Boat Model Giveaway
drawing (one entry per
sponsorship)—a $500 value

Send three American Submariner
subscriptions to your favorite boat!
• Sponsorhip is only $30 a year
• Add a USSVI Calendar for only $7 more
Mail your USSVI Boat Sponsorship Program
check to: P.O. Box 3870
Silverdale, WA 98398-3870
Please indicate BSP and the name
of the sponsored boat or organization in
the memo field of your check

SUBMARINES IN NEED OF ADDITIONAL SPONSORS
USS Montana (SSN-794)
USS Columbia (SSN-721)
USS North Dakota (SSN-784)
USS Connecticut (SSN-22)
USS Kentucky Blue (SSBN-737)
USS Delaware (SSN-791)
USS Kentucky Gold (SSBN-737)
USS Greeneville (SSN-772)
USS Maine Blue (SSBN-741)
USS Helena (SSN-725)
USS Hyman G. Rickover (SSN-795)

Questions?
Jack Messersmith
(928) 227-7753
or e-mail
MesserJ109@gmail.com
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An Open Letter to L.A.-Pasadena Base
Dave Vanderveen,
Base Commander

IMPORTANT CHAPTER NEWS:
July 17, 2020
Shipmates and Ladies,
Sadly, I must report our loss of Carl Terry, who departed
on Eternal Patrol on July 1st. For those who didn’t know him, Hughes Carlton
Terry enlisted in the Navy in 1945, and served aboard USS Catfish (SS-339)
and USS Carbonero (SS-337). He left the Navy in 1948. His large, extended
family had been the central part of his life, and many of us enjoyed their participation with Carl in the annual 4th of July Parade in Huntington Beach.

MAILY
BUO
Wherein
we present
occasional
letters of
interest...
—ed.

Rest your oar, Shipmate.
Several of our members also knew Jerry Bayless through the American Legion
and his efforts with veteran motorcyclists who participated in our annual
Memorial Day Ceremony. Jerry died yesterday of complications related to
COVID-19. He served in the Navy in the 1950s on destroyers, and accepted our teasing of him as a “skimmer”
and “target” with good humor.
Rest your oar, Shipmate.
Sadly,

Dave Vanderveen
Commander

Los Angeles-Pasadena Base

A Note from the Editor About Carl Terry:

Carl Terry,
Longtime Base Member, RIP

My sources remind me that Carl Terry and his wife Joyce led very active lives. Carl
was an avid Dodger fan and held season tickets for many years. He was also a private
pilot and it is believed the Terrys owned their own plane for a time, flying it around
the country during summer vacation months. I’m told Carl and Joyce also enjoyed
“tailgating” the Rose Parade each year. He was a respected and innovative teacher,
and after retiring remained active as a substitute teacher even on into his eighties.
Perhaps Mark Maynard or Bo Bolton might have some stories to share about Carl.
Or in fact, if any Periscope readers would like to relate any memories of Carl, I’d
be happy to print them in the
next issue. I would also be very
willing to print Carl’s official
obituary if the family would
care to provide it. Meanwhile,
at right, Bill Moak shares with
us this note he received from
Carl’s daughter. Finally, if
anyone would like to offer any
stories of Jerry Bayless (I didn’t
know him), I’d be happy to
print those next time as well.
My thanks to all.—Jeff
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L.A.-Pasadena Base Member Information Updates
The following correspondence is a consolidation of several recent communiques from our
beloved Marilyn; I thought this information of general interest to the membership.—ed.
Marilyn Senior,
Membership Chairwoman

L.A.-Pasadena friends,
Jim Burnett’s daughter has advised me that her dad has been moved to Idaho. He is very close to his son,
who lives nearby, and it looks like a great new place for him. It’s called The Cottages Assisted Living and
Memory Care. Jim now has his own room and phone, so any calls would be much appreciated. He can also
receive mail now at the following new address:
Jim Burnett, The Cottages, 735S 5th W., Mountain Home, ID 83647-3318 Phone: 208-580-4033
Son: James W. Burnett, Mountain Home, ID Phone: 208-591-9456
Daughter: Corine Macias, 10324 Shoech Way, Elk Grove, CA 95757-3530 Phone: 916-714-5948
Also, shipmate Robert Michael Cailor (EM1-SS, USS Guardfish SSN-612, 1966-1971) checks in with the following news: Rebecca and I live in Altos del Maria, Republic of Panama. We are in our home 85km west of
the capital, Panama City. We are 2000 feet up in the mountain rainforest. It is best to contact me by email as
I only have a general delivery address of Chame, Panama. My phone is 011-507-6743-7705. Please tell Mark
and Harold it is my honor to know them and a pleasure to serve in the same service.
The base has also heard from Dr. David Semrau, who became a Life Member of National and of our base on
his birthday in February. He qualified in 1964 on the USS John Marshall. He reports that his recent prostate
biopsy has confirmed Stage Two cancer, happily not Five, and that he will be treated with cryo (freezing)
surgery for it on Wednesday, August 19th, at 1:30 PST. Anyone wishing to reach him with good wishes can
use the following contact information:
Dr. David Semrau, 221 Parkway Drive, Suite A, Kalispell, Montana 59901-1313
Phone: 949-331-5625 Email: submarine611@bresnan.net
Finally, I spoke with John Andersen recently and discovered he is headed to the hospital on Tuesday, July
28th, for heart valve replacement surgery. Well wishes would be much appreciated care of the
following contact information:
John A. Andersen, 2600 Foothill Blvd., Apt. 311, La Verne, CA 91750-3722
Home: 909-971-23405 Cell: 626-824-6252 Email: jqa1@earthlink.net
John also said he is on a waiting list for an apartment in the Bay Area and will be moving
there when one becomes available. (John had been our base treasurer twice and was
instrumental in setting up the USSVI Charitable Foundation. He was also the National
Treasurer at one point and is a Charter Member of the L.A.-Pasadena Base.)
Regards,

Marilyn Senior
Membership Chairwoman

Los Angeles-Pasadena Base
1278 W. Sepulveda Street
San Pedro, CA 90732-2948
email: marilyn.senior@gmail.com
Home: 310-832-5631 Cell: 310-503-3915

MAILY
BUO

Wherein
we present
occasional
letters of
interest...
—ed.
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USS Blueback (SS-581)—one of the “B-Girls”
Blueback, one of the final three U.S. diesel attack
boats, at sea on October 10, 1967. And looking
fetching in her “basic black” livery. Attagirl.—ed.

(Photo by Carol Banning)

In memory
of the
fifty-two
submarines
lost in
World War II

SEALION
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HARDER

S-36

S-44

SEAWOLF

S-26
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DARTER
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WAHOO

SHARK II

PERCH
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TANG

S-27
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GRUNION

CAPELIN
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SCORPION

GROWLER
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GRAYBACK
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TROUT

SWORDFISH

GRAMPUS
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BARBEL

TRITON

GUDGEON

KETE

PICKEREL

HERRING
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GRENADIER

GOLET

SNOOK

RUNNER
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LAGARTO

R-12

ROBALO

BONEFISH

GRAYLING
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